
The new building of the Court of Final 
Appeal on 8 Jackson Road commenced 
operations in September 2015 after 
several years of extensive renovation 
works.  Our efforts in designing and 
installing advanced electronic systems at 
the building to make the court proceedings 
and security facilities more effective have 
been well recognised by the client.

The exterior of the building is a declared 
monument and the building is accorded 
with a Grade 1 historic building status.  Our 
work for this heritage building was 
particularly challenging as it is protected by 
the Antiquities and Monuments Ordinance, 
which restricts how E&M facilities can be 
installed and maintained, including a 
stringent loading limit and zero tolerance to 
any impact on the heritage aspects of the 
building.  To this end, we have carefully 
designed the facilities and built extra 
structures such as motorised arms to hold 
the equipment for electronic systems in a 
manner that is consistent with the 
architectural and aesthetic style of the 
building.

To ensure effective and smooth conduct of 
court proceedings, we have installed 
advanced audio-visual as well as 
simultaneous interpretation systems in the 
courtrooms.  Benches of judges and desks 

of counsels and judicial clerks are 
equipped with information displays 
whereby evidence and relevant court 
documents can be displayed via the 
user-friendly touchscreen control panels.  
By using state-of-the-art facilities, judges 
and counsels can also conduct video 
conferencing with witnesses overseas or at 
other designated locations.

The audio-visual systems also support real 
time broadcast of court proceedings at 

various locations including the court lobby, 
press room, etc.  The simultaneous 
interpretation headphones are infrared 
receivers which provide total convenience 
and high quality audio signals for the public 
and the press.  There is also an induction 
loop system which provides clear audio 
signals for visitors sitting inside the 
courtrooms who are hearing impaired. 

For security purposes, we have installed a 
series of sophisticated security systems for 
the Correctional Services Department so 
that the reliability and security of its escort 
services at the building can be enhanced.

Other electronic systems include a PABX 
system, an intercom system, a public 
address system and a book detection 
system.  These have been designed and 
installed for the registry, conference room, 
library and supporting offices to enhance 
work efficiency and effectiveness.


